▪ Flavia wants to give the stamp to her father, but can’t, Father continues his story
▪ Bonepenny became brazen and overconfident as well as a skilled conjurer and made a lot of extra

money

▪ Twining canceled the “Halls of Illusion” to focus on the stamp society
▪ Bonepenny and his new bestie Bob Stanley show up to the first meeting
▪ Bonepenny convinces Twining to arrange a showing of the Ulster Avenger
▪ Bonepenny attempts a magic trick and “burns” the stamp then attempts to bring it back, but it does not

return

▪ Dr. Kissing searches Bonepenny and the room to no avail

▪ Father recalls when Twining leapt from the roof
▪ Father describes how he was an unwitting pawn in Bonepenny’s plan

▪ Father tells Flavia that he had not seen Bonepenny for 30 years, then saw him again at a philatelic

conference where the King’s Ulster Avenger was switched for a fake

▪ Father reveals that Bonepenny had come by Buckshaw in order to blackmail Father into buy BOTH

of the Ulster Avengers that boney had stolen, Father revealed that he had no money

▪ After the argument with Bonepenny Father resolved to give into the blackmail, but was drawn to

the coach house instead where he fell asleep.

▪ Father tell Flavia that he is bankrupt, and explains how
▪ Hewitt interrupts the conversation, and tells Flavia how he had a constable move Gladys for “safe-

keeping” and gives her a ride home

▪ Hewitt tells Flavia that he doesn’t believe she killed Boney, and that the pie was not poisoned

▪ Flavia visits Greyminster, and Anson House, her father dorm. As she walks along

the class photos she realizes why her father was so distant.

▪ Flavia goes up the tower, is almost caught by a guard, and uses her braces to pick

the lock and eventually gains access to the roof.

▪ On the roof she trips over a misplaced roof tile, while trying to replace it she finds

an old molded schoolmasters robe and mortarboard cap. She knows that these
played a role in Twining’s death. She then uses them to escape Anson House.

▪ Flavia is apprehended by Sgt. Graves and brought to Hewitt who was called by

school workers

▪ After dismissing the two workers Hewitt has Flavia tell him every detail about how

she came across the robes, which she does.

▪ Pemberton visits Buckshaw and asks after father, and tries to take a look around

▪ In her lab Flavia contemplates all the information she has while she makes her

“chicken fizz”. Dogger visits and tells Flavia he may have killed Bonepenny While
having one of his episodes

▪ Flavia discovers that Dogger had been hit on his head, (which is why he saw

fireworks)

▪ Flavia wonders how Dogger could have killed anyone while he was unconscious
▪ Dogger claims that aside from Bonepenny he was alone in the garden

▪ Flavia lists all of the possible killers in her notebook and why they did not match up

with the evidence. For a minute Flavia wonders if Bonepenny had died due to
diabetic shock but soon dismisses it

▪ She then walks inside and outside contemplating events
▪ Mrs. Mullet discusses Dogger with Flavia, we discover that Dogger saved Father’s

life during the war. Flavia asks if Dogger did so again by killing Horace

▪ Mrs. Mullet shares why she makes custard pies even though the De Luces hate

them

▪ Flavia uses the blasted device (phone) to call Mr. Pemberton and finds out he left

the Inn he was staying at 3 days earlier. We also find that the tainted lipstick had
finally worked.

▪ Flavia finds out that Dr. Kissing is alive from Max and she goes to visit him, and he

was expecting her

▪ Dr. Kissing deduces why Flavia is there and that she has his Ulster Avenger, and

asks for it. He examines it as it was his precious possession.

▪ Kissing reveals that his collection is gone, sold off to pay his bills.
▪ Kissing destroyed HIS Ulster Avenger

▪ Flavia contemplates Father’s role in Twining’s death, she realizes she missed something

about the investigation and heads back to the library

▪ The library is closed but she gains entry anyway (the door was unlocked)
▪ She re-reads Twining’s obituary, then, while hiding, she reads her fathers “yearbook”

and realizes that Pemberton is actually Bob Stanly, Horace Bonepenny’s accomplice in
both Ulster Avenger heists, and she realizes he must have killed Bonepenny

▪ Flavia realizes that “Pemberton” had a slight accent, an American accent
▪ Flavia realizes that Horace’s last word “Vale” was a confession
▪ She finds Twining’s grave nd figures out how and why Bob Stanley and Horace

Bonepenny murdered Twining

▪ “Frank Pemberton” shows up to the grave

